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1. Introduction

The term *Intelligent Transportation Systems*, or ITS, is generally used to refer to tomorrow’s technology, infrastructure, and services, as well as the planning, operation, and control methods to be used for the transportation of persons and freight. With ITS, however, tomorrow is already here.

The initial driving force for the development of ITS has been the realisation that further infrastructure construction could no longer be the only answer to address the increase in transportation demand and the various problems that it inevitably creates. The obvious answer to the need to significantly increase the capacity of transportation systems was to try to make them more efficient through an integrated use of the latest developments in various areas, infrastructure and vehicle technologies, electronics, telecommunications, computing hardware, positioning systems, as well as advanced data processing and sophisticated planning and operation methods. Over the last 15 years or so, one has thus witnessed tremendous efforts aimed at creating and deploying a new generation of transportation systems that aim to control congestion, increase safety, increase mobility, and enhance the productivity and effectiveness of private and public fleets.

In the beginning, ITS research, development, and investment focused on urban automobile transportation and a totally public organisational structure and management. It has now evolved to include all types and levels of transportation, persons as well as freight, for which private industries offer a variety of extended, adapted and targeted services. Tremendous challenges and opportunities exist for ITS research, development, and business, particularly so in the area of freight transportation that, until recently, appeared relatively less prominently on the agenda of ITS stakeholders. Indeed, the development of Freight ITS and the evolution of the freight transportation industry are closely related, particularly relative to the use of information and decision technologies in response to the tremendous shift in commercial and industrial practices of the last decade. This is in stark contrast to most other ITS areas where the needs of people mobility in congested urban centers constitute the overwhelming driving force.

While it is certainly too early to make a definitive assessment of the effectiveness of ITS, it is not to take stock of what has been achieved and, more importantly, to think about what could be achieved in the near future. In our opinion, ITS developments have been up to now largely hardware-driven and have led to the introduction of many sophisticated technologies in the transportation arena. We are thus now, among other things, in the position to collect enormous amounts of data about the current state and the operations of transportation systems, and to transmit rapidly these data, in one form or another, to transportation authorities, carriers, and travellers. Two critical questions remain though: are all of these data transformed into *useful information*? And, is this information *properly exploited*?

The correct answer to both of these questions is clearly negative. The reason for this situation is that the development of the *software component* of ITS, models, decision-support systems, and so on, has been dramatically lagging behind that of its hardware component. In many cases, very detailed data are still processed and acted upon by human operators with very few decision-support tools, if at all. In a sense, we are now faced with a challenge similar to the one that led to the initial development of ITS, that is, to make the best, the most *intelligent* usage possible of all that wonderful hardware that is being deployed. We
believe that transportation planning and management disciplines, and in particular operations research, have a key role to play with respect to this challenge.

Challenges for the freight transportation industry result from major changes affecting supply chains and logistical processes in trade and commerce. A first factor is the strong impetus toward inventory reduction that led to the “Just-in-Time” procurement practices and, more recently, to just-in-time replenishments of goods in the retail industry. The globalization and liberalization of markets and the creation of free trade zones constitutes a second major changing factor. The restructuring of manufacturing and distribution channels worldwide has accompanied the globalization of the economy. Production units are relocated and the components required for final assembly of complex industrial products are often brought in from many distant locations. Continuously increasing volumes of industrial, commercial, and consumer goods are imported into Europe and North America and transported over long distances from so-called emerging-economy countries, e.g., China, India, Brazil, etc. All the while, trans-national centralized warehousing facilities and value-added distribution centers are changing the flow of goods almost everywhere.

The development of Internet-based electronic business is also strongly contributing to the transformation of the freight transportation industry. The main external factors driving this transformation are the modifications to the logistic chains and practices of major industries and economic sectors, the proliferation of electronic spaces (websites) where shippers and carriers may meet and close deals, and the continuously increasing volume of individual consumer e-commerce activities. These changes have certainly resulted in higher demand for transportation. They have also increased the requirements for freight transportation services in terms of enhanced customer value: reduce transportation and distribution costs, while responding to the customer needs in terms of delivery time and reliability. Moreover, events such as 9/11, the war on terrorism, and the war on drugs have created potential impediments to the flow of goods due to safety and security threats that can only be mitigated through the use of technology and increased efficiency.

Last but not least, environmental and energy concerns are taking center stage. Indeed, the transportation sector is responsible of a significant amount of greenhouse gas emissions: 13% of all emissions of greenhouse gases and 23% of world CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel combustion (ITF, 2008). The last measure stands at 30% in countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (ITF, 2008) and was 27% in the United States in 2003 (EPA, 2006). It is estimated that freight transportation contributes roughly a third of the CO₂ emissions of the world transport sector (ITF, 2008). This distribution is uneven, however, being worse in large cities, for example. Thus, a report by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2003) assigns 43% of sulphur and 61% of particulate matter emissions in London to freight transportation, while for nitrogen oxides emissions, the figures are 28% for London, 50% for Prague, and 77% for Tokyo. These contributions are growing and are expected to continue to grow with the increase in freight transportation activity and the corresponding consumption of fossil fuels. The impact on the freight transportation and logistics sector comes both from the initiatives to control, hopefully reduce, emissions and environmental impacts (e.g., vehicle emission legislation and environmental and congestion road pricing) and from the increases in the cost of energy.
These factors have put, and continue to put, tremendous pressure on freight carriers and managers of intermodal facilities to reduce and control costs, to plan and operate efficient, timely, and reliable services, and to react rapidly to new customer requests, emerging or shifting business opportunities, and changes in the economic and regulatory environment.

The freight-transportation industry bases a significant part of the answer it offers to these challenges on information and decision technologies: two-way communication, location and tracking devices, electronic data interchange, advanced planning and operation decision support systems, and so on. Intelligent Transportation Systems integrate and enhance these technologies within the firm, as well as through the linkages and exchanges between the firm and its environment (customers, partners, regulators, etc.). Moreover, the volatility of the stock exchange notwithstanding, the trend of e-business development and utilization is clear and strong. This signals to transportation firms, as to other economic agents, that significant opportunities exist in terms of larger and stronger business partnerships, more streamlined, rapid, and demand-responsive decision processes, improved operations and service levels, enhanced customer satisfaction and, ultimately, profitability. To reap the benefits of these opportunities, freight carriers may take advantage of the convergence of ITS and e-business technologies and the possibility of integrated, advanced operations research-based planning and operation decision support systems.

The purpose of this paper is threefold: 1) To make an assessment of Freight ITS achievements; 2) To illustrate the convergence of Freight ITS and e-business technologies by focusing on electronic auctions; and 3) To show how the introduction of better decision-support software, based on operations research models and methods, could very significantly improve the ultimate performance of these systems.

The paper is organized as follows. We first recall briefly the scope, components, and main enabling technologies of Freight ITS. The next sections are dedicated, respectively, to Commercial Vehicle Operations, Advanced Fleet Management Systems, City Logistics, and a brief exploration of linkages between Freight ITS and e-business. We conclude with a number of perspectives and research and development challenges.

2. Intelligent Freight Transportation

The core of ITS consists in obtaining, processing, and distributing information for better use of the transportation system, infrastructure and services. It is traditional to examine Freight ITS according to the scope of the systems, classified in two broad classes: Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) for system-wide, regional, national, or continental applications and Advanced Fleet Management Systems (AFMS) dedicated to the operations of a particular (group of) firm(s). Although different in scope, both categories of systems require a number of enabling technologies, some of which are already firmly established, while others are still emerging. Most of these technologies also enable the e-business activities of the firm.

Prior to examining the components of Freight ITS, it is important to remember that the ITS idea is not a brand new concept emerging suddenly, but rather a logical evolution of transportation management drawing on old and new technologies. What is new about ITS is the vision of a globally integrated framework realising a synergy between previously iso-
lated systems. The rapid and concurrent development of electronic exchanges and partnerships is exacerbating the integration requirements.

Integration for ITS and e-business alike is not a simple task, however, as it must engage with a large array of disparate entities covering three broad areas: technical, political, and geographical. At the technical level, ITS brings together the fields of transportation planning, telecommunications, computing, vehicle and electronics manufacturing, and infrastructure construction. Many stakeholders are involved in the development, deployment, and operation of ITS: government agencies at the national, regional, and municipal levels, highway operators, carriers, equipment manufacturers, system vendors, service operators, etc. They must all collaborate to implement and run a system that is composed of a mixture of public and private assets, means and services. A geographical integration must also be achieved at a regional and, in many cases, international levels. An end user, a container carrier for example, would not like to be forced to buy a different set of equipment for each city or country it intends to travel to. Intelligent Transportation systems are all about mobility, they are not meant to infringe on it! The efforts aimed at the development of standards and national architectures attempt to address these issues.

The continuity in the ITS evolution is illustrated by the strong relations between Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and freight transportation. One may argue, in fact, that the common ancestor to CVO and AFMS developments is the adoption by the freight transportation industry of EDI, two-way communication, and vehicle (and cargo) location and tracking technologies (e.g., Allen et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1992; Crum et al., 1998; Roy et al., 1997; Walton, 1994; etc.). This area of development is still going strong.

One can define EDI as the inter-organisation, computer-to-computer exchange of business documentation in a standard, machine processable format (Emmelhainz, 1990). Its popularity has grown rapidly due to customer (shipper or large carrier) requirements as well as to several benefits associated with its use: minimisation of manual data entry, increased transaction speed and accuracy, lower communication costs, and simplification of procedures. Major shippers (e.g., the auto industry), large carriers (e.g., railways) or infrastructure managers (port authorities) have initially promoted the utilisation of EDI in the transportation industry, and they continue to be among the heaviest users of the technology. Smaller carriers followed, motivated mainly by the need to increase customer service and remain competitive. Pre-clearance activities in CVO-equipped corridors or regions and at maritime and land border crossings require the utilisation of EDI for information transmission among shippers, carriers, and officials. EDI supports Advanced Fleet Management Systems not only to enable communications between dispatchers in control centers and vehicle operators in the field, but also to ensure timely and correct data delivery to the planning and monitoring systems of the firm (Golob and Regan, 2000a, 2000b, 2001a, 2001b, 2002a, 2003, 2005). This reinforces the observations that there has to be a critical mass of EDI users in the market before it is financially justifiable (Giannopoulos, 1996; Udo and Pickett, 1994), and that investing in technologies such as EDI may only be profitable when they are fully integrated with other systems within the organisation (Ratliff, 1995).

The continuous improvement and integration of Global Positioning Systems (GPS; Mintis et al., 2004) and communication technologies resulted in the improvement of their quality (up) and prices (down). This means wider acceptance of these technologies and their utilisation in many modal and inter-modal settings. The current focus of Information
Technologies development is on wireless communications, the use of Internet, and the integration of the various technologies and data (Hook, 1998; Giannopoulos and McDonald, 1997; see also Giannopoulos, 2004, for a review of information technologies and their integration into ITS from the point of view of the European Community and the series of major projects undertaken in Europe starting in the late 1990s).

EDI, GPS, Automatic Identification Systems and similar technologies are also playing a continuously central role in freight terminals with significant impact on the performance of transportation systems, particularly intermodal transportation, and logistic chains. Progress has been accomplished in introducing automation and advanced information and (some) decision technologies to freight terminals, port container terminals in particular (e.g., Ar- endt and Speidel, 1999; Bozzo et al., 2001; Dürr and Giannopoulos, 2001; Giannopoulos, 2003; Giannopoulos and Shinakis, 1999; Lee-Partridge, Teo and Lim, 2000). Considerable efforts are still being undertaken, while many innovative projects are proposed around the world. These developments are paralleled by an international effort to agree on standards for EDI exchanges not only for the transportation industry but for the whole range of logistics and value (“supply”) chain activities.

The procedures related to logistics and intermodal transports are complex and often cumbersome, particularly at the international level. At work are numerous interactions between different parties with different objectives and operation policies. If intermodal transportation and supply chains are to operate efficiently and effectively, the relationships, actions, and terms used by the different participants must be understood by all. Efficiency and accountability require the seamless exchange of accurate, complete, and timely data among stakeholders. This requirement is further heightened by the growing understanding of needs for security of transport information, and for transfer of information related to security against terrorism, illegal immigration, as well as theft and traditional contraband. Several international organizations and committees focus on these issues for various types of transportation-related activities.

It is remarkable that EDI was one of the strongest initial enabling factors of partnerships and alliances between large numbers of carriers and shippers, before “electronic commerce” became a household name. This trend is actually leading to the electronic integration of carriers, operators of inter-modal transfer facilities, and shippers with common interests in the movement of certain commodity groups or the utilisation of particular infrastructures (Sunstrum and Howard, 1996; Crainic et al., 2006). Information technologies and appropriate planning and operating management methods and instruments are required to support and enhance such virtual business-to-business communities of interest.

3. Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO)

The Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) area of ITS has been defined as “Advanced systems aimed at simplifying and automating freight and fleet management operations at the institutional level”, Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) programs targeting, in particular, safety information exchanges, electronic credentials administration, and roadside electronic screening.

National or regional authorities, in collaboration with carriers and firms that propose the required technologies, usually initiate CVO projects. The goal is to increase the perform-
anc of the infrastructure (mostly highways) and customs systems, simplify and automate
government control-related freight and fleet management operations, and, thus, enhance the
efficiency of commercial vehicle activities through seamless operations based on electronic
vehicle and cargo identification, location and tracking, pre-clearance and in-motion verifi-
cations. These systems rely heavily on vehicle or cargo positioning systems (GPS or radio
frequency networks), bi-directional communications (DSRC, radio, satellite, or wireless
phone), and EDI. The importance of CVO applications has been acknowledged quite early
on in ITS history, and a significant number of CVO projects have been undertaken or are
currently under way.

Initial deployment efforts of CVO technologies have been organised around so-called
“corridors”. A corridor is typically organised around a major highway, or a system of
highways, that cross several regional or national jurisdictions. The goal is to increase the
fluidity of truck traffic and to offer seamless interstate or inter-nation border crossings,
while ensuring adequate levels of control and reporting relative to regulations on safety,
traffic, customs, and so on. Weight-in-motion scales, overweight detectors, EDI, automatic
vehicle (and cargo) identification and classification systems, vision technology (to read li-
cense plates), and variable message signs are among the main technologies used. Corridor
projects usually involve national and local governments and agencies, private technology
providers (who, sometimes, also contribute significantly to the financing of the technology
deployment), and, obviously, carriers.

Several corridor projects have been undertaken in the second half of the 90’s (Crainic et
al., 2000, 2001). In the United States, these efforts have led to the establishment of two ma-
jor continental systems, the North American Preclearance and Safety System (NORPASS)
and the PrePass Program. In July 2008, NORPASS (WR2) included eleven member and
partner states/provinces in the United States and Canada, while the PrePass (WR3) network
covered 49 states. In July 2008, some 425 000 trucks were enrolled with PrePass, which
represents an almost 100% increase in four years. Both systems offer essentially the same
services, weight station bypass (weight-in-motion when available) and are based on trans-
ponder technology. The technology now offers transponders that may be used with both
systems. A carrier using such transponders and aiming to operate within both systems must
register with each system separately, however, and pay the appropriate fees. Both systems
offer compatibility with other transponder-based systems, e.g., electronic tolls and terminal
access.

The TruckScan system installed in the state of New South Wales in Australia (Reid and
Myers, 1996; WR9) uses visual recognition systems coupled to electronic databases, in-
motion screening testing for weight (per axle and overall), length and height, and vehicle
guidance signs and tracking systems. This passive system is designed to automate and im-
prove the roadside checking of vehicles. Various in-motion verification, monitoring, and
pre-clearance systems are also deployed by Canadian Provinces (Fu et al., 2003).

In Japan, the emphasis is on the real-time collection of truck operational status and its
distribution as basic data to operators, in line with the heavy promotion and use of ad-
anced traveler information systems and in-vehicle navigation systems. Efforts are also di-
rected toward the development of integrated and automated terminals, also called “logistic
centers”, new road management system with dedicated lines for freight vehicles, and an
advanced road-vehicle communication and cruise-assist system (MLITT, 2007, 2008).
In the European Community, the European Commission and the member states have embarked on a comprehensive effort of research, development, and deployment of ITS. It is an exemplary effort in its reach and scope, as well as in the framework it established for collaboration and partnership among all stakeholders – government and public agencies, private firms, consulting bureaux, universities, research centers, and so on. The website of ERTICO (WR4) together with those of its members detail the many European projects. Two main directions are defined for Freight ITS in the policy of the European Commission (the White Paper and measures to support freight transport may be found on the site of Directorate General for Energy and Transport, WR5). The first concerns the connection of the countries of Central and East Europe to the rest of the continent. ITS is seen as an essential tool to achieve this objective. The second direction concerns the development of intermodal transportation as the main mechanism to influence the current mode choice that is heavily biased toward trucks and highways. The document argues that the improvement of infrastructures, such as ports, and the enhancement of information and decision systems, will result in some of the cargo currently “on the road” to move to less environmentally invasive means of transportation such as rail and coastal and fluvial navigation.

A major class of CVO projects, particularly widespread in North America, concerns border crossing operations. This area has acquired a sense of urgency and high priority following the terrorist attacks on the United States and the continuing terrorist threat. Ports have thus become prime targets for ITS and e-business projects with security issues as the driving objective. While the urgency has been primarily felt in the United States (WR1; TRB, 2002), border CVO systems are being developed worldwide. The main goal was and continues to be to clear drivers, vehicles, and cargo in order to speed up the passage of vehicles (trucks, containers, railcars) carrying manufactured and agricultural goods through the border inspection facilities, within the parameters set by the border control requirements in terms of security, immigration, illicit cargo, agricultural controls, etc.

The current state of the world affairs and the U.S. response has elevated these issues at a level of urgency and complexity never felt before. The creation in the United States, in Canada, and elsewhere of new government structures dedicated to security issues including customs and border control illustrates this urgency.

Several security policies significantly increase delays at ports and border crossings and thus influence the efficiency of commerce and supply chains. Among others, the U.S. Customs Container Security Initiative (WR6) requires the inspection and pre-clearance of containers before they leave the port of origin or the last major transhipment port. The U.S. Customs and Border Protection agency also requires advanced transmission of cargo information for shipments destined for the United States. Systems are being deployed to mitigate the associated significantly longer delays. For instance, U.S., Canadian, and Mexican customs commercial programs are being aligned (the Free and Secure Trade, FAST, program) to support moving pre-approved goods quickly across borders. The program is based on registering and pre-approving import/export firms (shippers), carriers, and drivers.

For ports and border ITS/CVO, as for most other ITS areas, the development of the “intelligence” part must accompany that of the hardware and the availability of information. Very few efforts have been undertaken in this area, however. The determination of the optimal number of containers to be inspected to satisfy the security requirements and to limit the delays in ports is an example of such a topic (Lee et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2002; Lewis
et al., 2003). Many challenges and opportunities are also offered by the intense automation of container terminals in ports (Crainic and Kim, 2007).


This type of Freight ITS applications corresponds to “Advanced systems aimed at simplifying and automating freight and fleet management operations at the carrier or business-to-business level”, or AFMS for short.

Once the fleet is equipped and linked to the dispatchers’ computers and company’s data processing and storage infrastructure a huge quantity of data becomes available for immediate decisions, as well as for background analysis and planning activities. Advanced Fleet Planning and Operation Systems aim to process this information and to integrate it to the current transportation plan to achieve a more timely operation, efficient allocation and utilization of the fleet, and satisfaction of customer requests. Differently put, similarly to other ITS areas, there is the need to infuse these systems with intelligence. This need is more and more widely acknowledged and it is directly reflected in the national ITS architecture proposals.

Developments, challenges, and opportunities occur at the level of a carrier or of groups of carriers, shippers, and agencies joined through business-to-business networks both in urban centers and over large areas. A number of applications already exist. Some are implemented. Most still appear as proposals and prototypes out of research centers and laboratories. More may still be accomplished, however. In the following, we attempt to single out a number of important probable and feasible developments that will use the ITS infrastructure and architecture to do more and perform better.

Operations research offers the methodology to represent problems and to identify solution strategies through various optimization and simulation techniques. Such approaches have demonstrated their central role in designing efficient and powerful decision support systems for the planning and operations of transportation systems and are uniquely positioned to assist the transformation of the huge quantity of data provided by ITS into timely and meaningful information for intelligent decisions and operations. Operations research principles, models, and methods are increasingly found at the core of Advanced Fleet Management Systems. Bodin et al. (2003), Crainic (2003), Crainic and Kim (2007), Crainic and Laporte (1997), Powell (2003), Powell and Topaloglu (2003, 2005), Powell et al. (1995, 2007), Christiansen et al. (2007), Toth and Vigo (2002), etc. present general survey of operations research methodologies for freight transportation planning and operations. Séguin et al. (1997) present a general framework for operations research methodologies in real-time decision-making.

Most current developments and a significant part of contemplated future applications address operational issues, load matching and resource allocation, dispatching, and routing, in particular. The principal goal of these systems is to offer the possibility to control and co-ordinate operations in real-time.

Indeed, in a typical large or medium-sized city, many private firms and public organizations operate fleets of vehicles of different types to cater to various needs of the population: emergency vehicles (fire trucks, ambulances, etc.), police cars, commercial delivery vehicles, taxis, courier fleets, etc. Some of these fleets have to perform tasks that may be
known well in advance or that are sometimes repetitive (e.g., vehicles making regular deliveries to food and retail stores). Many of them, however, operate essentially in a demand-responsive mode: the demands for services are not known beforehand and the fleet has to be deployed and managed (re-routed) in real-time to handle them as effectively as possible. The same description applies to “local” pick up and delivery operations performed within a relatively short time period (e.g., a day) in the surrounding area of major intermodal terminals such as ports and major rail yards (Barnhart and Kim, 1995).

Carriers that ensure interurban, long haul transportation services also evolve in highly dynamic environments and face similar challenges. Full-load motor-carriers and container transportation companies offer typical examples of such requirements. On the one hand, most demands for empty vehicles arrive dynamically, are very difficult to forecast accurately, and require instantaneous decisions (the customer is on the phone or Internet line) regarding the most appropriate combination of vehicle, tractor, crew, etc., to service the demand. On the other hand, a decision has to be made concerning the next assignment of a vehicle as soon as it has completed its current task and is empty. Each such “local” decision has a non-negligible impact on the future deployment of the fleet and thus on the long-term efficiency and profitability of operations. The complexity of the impact evaluation is further complicated by the length of the planning horizon, significantly longer in interurban operations than for urban transportation.

The deployment of ITS technologies, in particular accurate positioning devices and in-vehicle computing and communication equipments, opens up the possibility of enhanced customer service and increased productivity by re-routing vehicles in real-time to serve new requests. The information is there. One only needs the appropriate methodology to transform this data into accurate and timely decisions. It is thus normal that a significant line of research addresses the issues of real-time dispatching, routing, and re-routing of vehicles in response to changes in demand (Ichoua et al., 2007), travel time (Fleischmann et al., 2004; Potvin et al., 2006; Topaloglu, 2006) or other conditions of travel. This information can be conveyed via Advanced Traveller Information Systems, as well as wireless or on-board communication devices.

Traditionally, the organisations facing real-time demands have relied on human dispatchers to manage their fleets. As with any other system relying heavily on human intervention, the performance of these fleets was strongly dependent upon the quality and the experience of their dispatchers. Among other factors, cognitive limitations make it extremely difficult for human dispatchers to effectively monitor and control fleets made up of a large number of vehicles, a situation frequently encountered in many applications. From a modelling standpoint, fleet management problems correspond to combinatorial optimisation problems (e.g., vehicle routing, covering, or design problems) that are notoriously difficult to solve, even in a static context. This, coupled with real-time requirements, explains to a large extent the reliance up to now on human dispatchers. Fortunately, recent developments in the area of algorithms, in particular the emergence of powerful meta-heuristics, and advances in computing technology, in particular distributed and parallel computing, now make it possible to contemplate tackling in real-time large combinatorial problems in a reasonably effective way. In fact, currently, the main obstacle in most AFMS applications is the need to handle dynamic (stochastic) data.

Interestingly enough, it seems that in some applications simple schemes can be devised
to address this issue. The simplest that one can come up with is certainly to base current
decisions on current information. Actual experiments with this scheme in the context of
courier applications showed that it could be surprisingly effective (Gendreau et al.,
1999, 2006). In most cases, however, such a myopic strategy cannot account for the future conse-
cquences of current decisions and policies that try to anticipate future events generally
dominate it (Bent and Van Hentenryck, 2004; Branke et al., 2005; Ichoua et al., 2006; Mi-
тровић-Minić et al., 2004; Mitrović-Minić and Laporte, 2004; Powell, 1988; Powell et al.,
2000; Spivey and Powell, 2004; Yang et al., 1999, 2004).

The class of dynamic vehicle routing formulations offers a methodological framework to
many real-time routing problems encountered in the Freight ITS domain. As already men-
tioned, these are difficult problems to solve (Powell et al., 1995). Yet, meta-heuristics, and
particularly tabu search (Glover and Laguna, 1997), have demonstrated their ability to ad-
dress adequately these challenges (Gendreau and Potvin, 1998; Gendreau et al., 2002).
Most applications address local-area problems, which are cases where the geographical re-

region is limited and vehicles (and drivers) return at their home bases at the end of the day.
Distribution (pick up and delivery) problems in urban zones belong to this large class of
applications, which includes the local operations of inter-urban Less-Than-Truckload
(LTL) motor carriers. It is also in this context that most of the studies aimed at real-time
dispatching and routing of vehicles have been undertaken. Gendreau et al. (1996, 1999,
2006) propose adaptive-memory tabu search procedures and parallel implementations that
ensure an efficient optimisation of the routes. Experiments performed using discrete-event
simulators showed the superiority of sophisticated optimisation approaches to handle real-
time demands as compared to simpler, classical heuristics (Gendreau et al., 1999).

Dynamic traffic simulation offers an alternate approach. Simulation certainly offers the
tools to explore and validate operating strategies and appears as part of the core methodol-
gy for predicting travel times for Advanced Traffic Management and Traveller Information
systems (ATMS). Its precise role in actual real-time dispatching and routing of vehi-
cles has yet to be assessed, however. The challenges here are very similar to those of the
ATMS area. The initial exploration of the subject by Taniguchi et al. (1999) is an encour-
gagement to further pursue research in this direction.

Very few efforts have been dedicated to real-time re-routing of vehicles to satisfy new
demands over larger geographical regions and longer periods. Regan et al. (1995, 1996a,
1996b) explore various local rules for the dynamic assignment of loads under real-time in-
formation. Simulation experiments tend to indicate that these rules perform relatively well
in a stochastic environment (Regan et al, 1998). Additional comparisons to a rolling-
horizon, dynamic assignment formulation offer interesting results (Yang et al., 1999, 2004).
However, not all strategies are efficient and the information context may influence the im-
pact of stochastic assignment rules. Clearly, more research is required in this area.

The studies mentioned in the preceding paragraph address issues that belong to the large
class of dynamic fleet management problems (Crainic, 2003; Crainic and Laporte, 1997;
Powell et al., 1995, 2007; Zeimpekis et al., 2007). Here, limited resources are dynamically
allocated to requests and tasks: empty vehicles, trailers and rail cars are allocated to the ap-
propriate terminals, motive power tractors and locomotives to services, crews to move-
ments or services, customer loads to driver-truck combinations, empty containers from de-
pots to customers and returning containers from customers to depots, and so on. Dynamic
and stochastic network formulations have been, and continue to be, extensively studied for these problems (e.g., Godfrey and Powell, 2002a, 2002b). This has resulted in important modelling and algorithmic results, a number of which have been transferred to industry (e.g., Armacost et al., 2004; Attanasio et al., 2007; Powell et al., 1992, 2002). Moreover, recent methodological advances allow to simultaneously manage in real-time, when required, several resources (Powell, 2003; Powell et al., 2002, 2007; Powell and Topaloglu, 2005; Spivey and Powell, 2004). This is an extremely rich field for research, development, and application, and it naturally dovetails the Freight ITS and E-logistics areas.

A critical issue in real-time settings is that of response time. In situations such as emergency vehicle management, or when a customer is waiting for a decision, there is no time to compute an “optimal” response when a call is received. This does not preclude, however, the use of deliberate decision-making to optimise the response: one simply has to find ways of anticipating future events in an effective fashion. Thus, for example, one may combine data processing and forecasting methods, optimisation-simulation models, and decision heuristics into comprehensive decision-support systems. The optimisation-simulation models continuously generate and evaluate future conditions and deployment scenarios, while rapid, simpler heuristics respond in real-time to customer requests or changing conditions (congestion, accidents, and so on). Note, however, that this may result in significant computational requirements, since one has to prepare for many potential outcomes. Parallel computing may help address this issue as well as provide more robust solutions (Gendreau et al., 2001; Crainic, 2008).

While custom-service transportation firms, such as truckload motor carriers, would appear as prime beneficiaries of ITS, consolidation-type carriers, e.g., railroads, LTL motor carriers, and intermodal and express courier firms, may also attain substantial gains by using advanced information and decision technologies. Of course, the local pick up and delivery operations of these firms are similar to those described earlier on and would enjoy the same benefits. Similarly, the control in real-time of vehicles during their long-haul journeys (trucks speeding on highways or the pacing of trains) may be significantly improved by the use of ITS technologies.

A very promising research and development avenue consists in a better integration of the information obtained in real-time and the planning and dispatching tools and systems available to consolidation-type carriers. We have already mentioned the possibility to re-route a vehicle already dispatched to serve a new customer or to avoid a congested area (due to an incident, for example). The timely availability of accurate data may enhance the planning of other important activities such as driver and vehicle assignment and empty vehicle management. The connection of port, customs, and carrier intelligent information and decision systems could enable the scheduling and smooth operation of advanced transportation systems, such as the rail intermodal services operating according to strict schedules and recently introduced full-asset-utilization policies (Bectaş and Crainic, 2008; Crainic et al., 2006).

Another area of potential benefits for consolidation carriers resides in a more efficient scheduling of terminal operations and resources. Thus, for example, a terminal working schedule that smoothes out the workload and reduces overtime and terminal congestion could be produced through an analysis of dispatch decisions at the various terminals in the network, combined with real-time data on the location and load of the vehicles and the re-
sults of the optimisation-based scenario analysis described above. Similarly, data that is more accurate is available for adjusting the maintenance planning process to real-time events during actual operations. Not many studies have been dedicated to these promising areas yet.

A more challenging area concerns the interactions between the planning of operations, the availability of real-time data, and the actual implementation of transportation plans in an ITS environment. A number of methodologies and decision support systems to assist the planning and operations of freight carriers and terminal facilities exist (e.g., the surveys by Crainic, 2003; Crainic and Kim, 2007; Günther and Kim, 2005; and Steenken et al., 2004). Most are based on static formulations using the carrier’s historic data and forecasts. The advent of ITS location and communication technologies offers the possibility to dramatically enhance the quantity and quality of the data available for the forecast and planning processes. This should translate into better plans and operations that are more profitable.

Parallel and distributed computing is an enabling factor for ITS in general and CVO-AFMS in particular. Its challenges are of two different but complementary natures. On the one hand, parallel computing offers the possibility to design data analysis and decision support system architectures to answer efficiently complex requests in real or quasi-real time. Thus, processors may be dedicated to the various tasks of receiving, validating, and formatting data, analysing and aggregating it, forecasting, background simulation-optimisation, real-time selection of the appropriate strategy, etc. On the other hand, parallel computing also offers a challenging perspective with potentially great rewards: to solve realistically formulated and dimensioned problem instances within reasonable times. Each class of problems and algorithms presents its own challenges. It appears clearly, however, that research efforts have to be dedicated both to the decomposition and distribution of tasks corresponding to one particular problem instance and algorithm, and to the development of co-operating search mechanisms that bring to bear on any given problem instance the combined power of several exact methods and meta-heuristics.

5. City Logistics

The transportation of goods constitutes an extremely important activity within urban areas. For people, it directly ensures adequate supplies to stores and places of work and leisure, as well as delivery of goods at home. For firms established within city limits, it forms a vital link with suppliers and customers. There are few activities going on in a city that do not require at least some commodities being moved. Moreover, the urban freight transportation industry is a major source of employment. Yet, freight transportation is also a disturbing activity in urban centres. Vehicles carrying freight move on the same streets and arteries as the private and public vehicles transporting people. These vehicles make a significant contribution to congestion and environmental nuisances, such as emissions, noise, and so on, that impact adversely the quality of life in urban centres (OECD, 2003; Patier, 2002, Figliozzi, 2007). Freight traffic also contributes to the belief that “cities are not safe,” which pushes numerous citizens to move out of the city limits. Moreover, the problem is not going to go away any time soon. In fact, the already significant volume of freight vehicles moving within city limits is growing and is expected to continue growing at a fast rate. Other than the reasons discussed in the Introduction, a major contributing factor to this phenomenon is
the worldwide urbanization trend, which is emptying the countryside and small towns and is making large cities even larger. Within the countries members of the OECD, the urban population represented 50% of the total in 1950, 77% in 2000, and should reach the 85% mark by 2020 (OECD, 2003). It is estimated that in 2007, for the first time in recorded history, the world-wide urban population became larger than the rural population.

New organizational models for the management of freight movements within the city are proposed to address these issues. The fundamental idea of City Logistics is to stop considering each shipment, company, and vehicle in isolation, but rather as components of an integrated logistics system to be optimized. Coordination and consolidation are at the basis of this idea: Coordination of shippers and carriers and consolidation of shipments of different shippers, carriers, and customers within the same energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly vehicles. City Logistics aims to optimize this system and ITS is acknowledged as a fundamental component and enabling factor (Taniguchi et al., 2001). The goals are to reduce congestion and increase mobility; reduce emissions, pollution, and noise; contribute to reach the Kyoto agreement targets; improve the life conditions of the city inhabitants; avoid penalizing the city centre activities such as not to “empty” it.

City Logistics challenges the city authorities, businesses, carriers, and citizens in their relation to freight transportation and requires public-private understanding, collaboration, and innovative partnerships. City Logistics also challenges operations research to develop the appropriate design, evaluation, planning, and operation models, methods, and decision-support systems. Contributions answering this challenge are still in limited number, however.

Historically, one finds a brief period of intense activity at the beginning of the 70’s dedicated to urban freight transportation issues. This period yielded traffic regulation to avoid the presence of heavy vehicles in cities to limit the impact of freight transport on automobile movements. Very little activity took place from 1975 to the end of the 1980’s. The increased traffic-related problems and the associated public pressure have revived the interest from 1990 on and have resulted in significant research activities, prototypes, and deployments, some of which continue to operate. The initial developments took place mainly in the countries of the European Union and Japan. Several business models and policies were proposed and tested, but ITS and operations research-based decision technologies were very little used, if at all. More details of these early contributions may be found in van Duin (1997), Kohler (1997, 2001), Ruske (1994), Taniguchi et al. (2000, 2001), and Thompson and Taniguchi (2001). The situation started to change with the new millennium. More countries and cities around the globe are contemplating or introducing City Logistics policies and systems (but still quite limited in North America) and the role of ITS and operations research is increasingly acknowledged. More detailed information may be found in, e.g., Bengelloun and Crainic (2008), Benjelloun et al. (2008), Dablanc (2007), Russo and Comi (2004), Taniguchi et al. (2001), Thompson and Taniguchi, 2001; WR6, WR7, WR8.

The concept of City Distribution Center (CDC) is instrumental in most City Logistics proposals and developments. A CDC is a facility where shipments are consolidated prior to distribution. It is noteworthy that the concept of CDC as physical facility is close to those of intermodal logistic platforms and freight villages that receive large trucks and smaller vehicles dedicated to local distribution, and offer storage, sorting, and consolidation (de-consolidation) facilities, as well as a number of related services such as accounting, legal
counsel, brokerage, and so on. They may be stand-alone facilities situated close to the access or ring highways, or they may be part of air, rail or navigation terminals. City distribution centers may then be viewed as intermodal platforms with enhanced functionality to ensure coordinated and efficient freight movements within the urban zone, and constitute an important step toward a better City Logistics organization.

Most City Logistics projects address single-tier CDC-based systems, i.e., systems where delivery circuits are performed directly from a single CDC. Such approaches have not been successful for large cities, however, in particular when the large city-center areas one aims to control display high levels of population density as well as commercial, administrative, and cultural activities (Dablanc, 2007). Another characteristic of large cities that plays against single-tier systems is the rather lengthy distances vehicles must travel from the CDC on the outskirts of the city until the city center where the delivery tour begins, and the fact that vehicles with dimensions appropriate for such distances often do not have access to the city center street network. Multi-tier systems have been proposed for such cities, e.g., a three-tier (road – tram – road) system for Amsterdam (http://www.citycargo.nl/) and two-tier systems for Rome (Crainic et al., 2004, 2007; Gragnani et al., 2004).

Multi-tier systems build on and expand the CDC idea, as illustrated by the two-tier City Logistics concept of Crainic et al. (2004, 2007; Gragnani et al., 2004 present a simpler proposal). CDCs form the first level of the system and are located on the outskirts of the urban zone. The second tier of the system is constituted of satellite platforms, satellites for short, where the freight coming from the CDCs and, eventually, other external points may be transferred to and consolidated into vehicles adapted for utilization in dense city zones. In the more advanced systems, satellites do not perform any vehicle-waiting or warehousing activities, vehicle synchronization and transdock transhipment being the operational model. Existing facilities, e.g., underground parking lots or municipal bus garages, could thus be used for satellite activities. Two types of vehicles are involved in a two-tier City Logistics system, and both are supposed to be environmentally friendly. Urban-trucks move freight to satellites, possibly by using routes specially selected to facilitate access to satellites and reduce the impact on traffic and the environment. They may visit more than one satellite during a trip. Their routes and departures have to be optimized and coordinated with satellite and city-freighter access and availability. City-freighters are vehicles of relatively small capacity that can travel along any street in the city to perform the required distribution activities. The objective is to have urban-trucks and city-freighters on the city streets and at satellites on a “need-to-be-there” basis, while providing timely delivery of loads to customers and economically through environmentally efficient operations.

Similarly to any complex system, City Logistics transportation systems require planning at the strategic, tactic, and operational levels (Benjellooun and Crainic, 2008). The strategic level is concerned with the design of the system and the evaluation of City Logistics proposals and systems. The latter activity refers to the study of the probable behaviour and performance of proposed or deployed systems, and the planning of their evolution, under a broad range of scenarios, both as stand-alone systems and in relation to the general transportation system of the city and the larger region that encompasses it. While very few formal models have been proposed specifically for City Logistics (Taniguchi and van der Heijden, 2000; Taniguchi et al., 2001; Taniguchi and Thompson, 2002), these issues are generally part of transportation-system planning methodologies, which are well-known, particu-
larly for passenger transportation within urban zones, but also for passenger and freight re-


gional/national planning (e.g., Cascetta, 2001; Crainic and Florian, 2008; Florian, 2008). The main components of such methodologies are: Supply modeling to represent the trans-

portation infrastructure and services with their operation characteristics and economic, ser-

vice, and performance measures and criteria; Demand modeling to capture the product definition, identify producers, shippers, and intermediaries, represent production, consump-

tion, and point-to-point distribution volumes, and determine the mode choice for particular products or origin-destination markets; Assignment of multicommodity flows (from the demand model) to the multimode network (the supply representation). This procedure simulates the behaviour of the transportation system and its output forms the basis for the strategic analyses and planning activities.

A few models have been proposed for evaluating the freight movement demand within urban areas (see Gentile and Vigo, 2007, for a recent review). Most are descriptive models based on economic principles and extensive surveys in large cities (e.g., Patier, 2002; Ambrosini and Routhier, 2004; Friedrich et al., 2003; Boerkamps and van Binsbergen, 1999). A gravity-based methodology is presented in Gentile and Vigo (2007). The models integrate elements representing the city topology, traffic regulation, and some representation of the logistics chains and vehicle tours used to move products within major product classes. Significant work is still required in this area, however, to integrate City Logistics consider-

ations to demand modelling.

The supply and assignment aspects are even less developed. The former requires deci-

sions on the number, location, and characteristics of facilities, CDC, satellites, etc. The models should also select the City Logistics network, e.g., the access corridors and the street networks open to each vehicle type and the determination of the vehicle fleets composition and size. We are aware of only two contributions, Taniguchi et al. (1999) and Crainic et al. (2004), targeting these important and challenging issues.

The assignment step requires simulating the behaviour of the system under various sce-

narios relative to the system organization and the social, economic, and regulatory envi-

ronment. Dynamic traffic simulation, where passenger and other freight vehicles may be considered as well, appears as the methodology of choice for such evaluations. City Logistics simulators require methods to represent how vehicles and flows would circulate through the city and how the proposed infrastructures services would be used under the conditions of a given scenario. These are the same tactical and, eventually, dynamic routing models and methods that are also required to plan and control operations for an actual system. We are aware of only one contribution where a traffic micro-simulator is coupled to a City Logistics dynamic routing model (Barceló et al., 2007). This methodology has been used to evaluate City Logistics projects for small European cities, but appears difficult to scale for larger urban areas. Mezo-traffic simulators coupled to tactical planning models offer more promising perspectives for larger urban zones, but no such contribution has been made yet.

City Logistics systems rely on consolidation. Tactical planning for consolidation-based transportation systems aims to build a plan to provide for efficient operations and resource utilization, while satisfying the demand for transportation within the quality criteria (e.g., delivery time) publicized or agreed upon with the respective customers (see, e.g., the sur-

veys of Crainic, 2000; Crainic and Kim, 2007). The same issues must be addressed in a
City Logistics context, but for a shorter planning horizon due to the day-to-day demand variability. Tactical planning models for City Logistics concern the departure times, routes, and loads of vehicles, the routing of demand and, when appropriate, the utilization of the satellites and the distribution of work among those. Tactical planning models assist the deployment of resources and the planning of operations and guide the real-time operations of the system. They are also important components of models and procedures to evaluate City Logistics systems, from initial proposals to deployment scenarios and operation policies. According to the best knowledge of the authors, Crainic et al. (2007) is the only contribution targeting these issues.

On the operational side, issues related to the work schedules of vehicles, drivers, and terminal personnel must be addressed, as well as the control and dynamic adjustment of vehicle and terminal operations within an ITS environment. We are not aware of any specific contribution to the first topic, and only a few papers deal with the second, focusing generally on the operations of a single fleet within a limited part of the city (Taniguchi et al., 2001; Thompson, 2004). Again, much work is required before City Logistics enjoys the same level of methodological richness as the other, more traditional, transportation systems.

6. CVO/AFMS and E-Business

While there have been ups and downs in its development, e-business is now a central element of everyday life. From the standpoint of transportation firms, as for other economic agents, this means that significant opportunities exist in terms of larger and stronger business partnerships, more streamlined, rapid, and demand-responsive decision processes, improved operations and service levels, enhanced customer satisfaction and, ultimately, profitability. To reap the benefits of these opportunities, transportation carriers may take advantage of the convergence between ITS and e-business technologies.

The definition and development of Intelligent Transportation Systems concepts and technologies started well before the business community realized the potential of Internet-based operations, and electronic commerce started to penetrate the business-to-consumer and business-to-business exchange world. The two application domains share several characteristics and enabling technologies, including information and decision technologies, two-way communications, electronic data interchange, computing and data handling technologies, advanced planning and operation decision support systems (Crainic and Gendreau, 2003).

These links appear even more clearly when one observes that the vast majority of business transactions are part of logistics activities. E-logistics aims to perform the traditional logistics goals (plan, manage, and control the efficient movement of goods, information, and money) within the “new” environment of partner integration and seamless electronic exchanges (Crainic and Speranza, 2008). The technologies required to manage the fleets and interact with external partners are similar to those encountered in Freight ITS.

An interesting development that may directly and significantly affect the operations and performances of freight carriers and their customers is the emergence of Internet-based community of interests and electronic auction mechanisms. The virtual market places that implement freight exchanges offer carriers the perspective of an easier access to loads and smoother operations. This is certainly true for full-load carriers, but it also presents signifi-
cant opportunities for consolidation-type companies, LTL motor carriers in particular. The loads that could be obtained by accessing these markets would reduce the need to move empty vehicles to balance the operations. Such markets complement the more traditional auctions of distribution routes of major industrial or retail firms (Ledyard et al., 2002).

A number of such markets have started to appear. The market mechanisms do not appear very sophisticated, however. Significant development is required in this area, particularly concerning the possibility to bid on bundles of loads simultaneously. This need stems from the fact that the value of a load to a carrier will very often depend on whether or not one or several other loads may be secured for the same vehicle to ensure that it is moving loaded most of the time (Chang et al., 2002a; Figliozzi et al., 2002, 2003). Markets where items need to be negotiated in bundles already exist in various settings, such as the allocation of airport take-off and landing time slots (Rassenti et al., 1982), of wireless communications spectrum licenses (McMillan, 1944), of distribution routes (Caplice and Sheffi, 2003; Elmaghraby and Keskinocak, 2004; Ledyard et al., 2002; Sheffi, 2004), and in supply chain formation and coordination (Walsh et al., 2000). All these cases have one thing in common: they all trade items of a different nature that are interrelated from the perspective of the participants: the value of one item to a participant depends on whether or not the participant managed to obtain (or sell) a number of other items, whether these items are complementary (the value to the participant of the full set of desired items is greater than the sum of the values of individual items) or substitutable (the value to the participant of the full set of desired items is smaller than the sum of the values of individual items). Loads or containers that can be delivered sequentially by the same vehicle are complementary, while loads that are available at about the same time, between the same pair of cities, are substitutable.

Auctions in which participants are allowed to bid directly on attractive bundles are called combinatorial auctions. Being able to bid on bundles clearly mitigates the exposure problem, which arises when one gains too few or too many of the items desired, since it gives the participants the option to bid their precise valuations for any collection of items they desire. On the other hand, combinatorial auctions require more complex operations research mechanisms to determine load allocations and the corresponding prices (Abrache et al., 2004, 2007; de Vries and Vohra, 2003; Park and Rothkopf, 2005; Rothkopf et al., 1988; Rothkopf and Park, 2001; Figliozzi et al., 2005). Significant research is currently dedicated to combinatorial auction mechanism design issues, as well as to the associated operations research and combinatorial optimization methodologies. These efforts have already resulted in the successful utilization of combinatorial auctions in many applications.

Participants to combinatorial auctions also face serious challenges. Yet, not much research has been dedicated to these issues up to now. The first and foremost challenge faced by participants in electronic auctions is clearly to identify which items are of interest to them and acceptable price ranges for these items. This is obviously further compounded in the case of combinatorial auctions by the need to build attractive bundles and to price them (Figliozzi et al., 2006; Kuo and Miller-Hooks, 2008; Kwon et al., 2005; Song and Regan, 2004, 2005; Lee et al., 2007; Ma, 2008). A very promising research direction is offered by the development of so-called advisors based on enhanced Advanced Fleet Management Systems to assist carriers when participating to auctions. These advisors may be defined as specialized decision-support software specifically designed to support participants in the
complicated negotiation processes involved in the most sophisticated electronic markets, such as simultaneous auctions for several goods, sequences of sequential auctions or combinatorial auctions. Advisors may have several functions, according to the degree of sophistication of the firm in relation to Internet and the cyberspace: identify promising market places and loads, assess the competition, build and price bids, determine a bidding strategy, conduct the negotiation, close the deal, etc. For most of these functions, the associated models and methods are encapsulated into software agents that help automate the negotiation process. In the following, we focus on one of the critical and most difficult functions: the construction and pricing of bids. Furthermore, we restrict our discussion to freight exchanges, which offer the greatest challenges to participants.

The problem appears simple to state. A number of loads are available on one or several markets. Each load has a number of characteristics, including: time of appearance and duration on the market, time window for pick up and delivery, technical requirements (e.g., refrigerated vehicles), service quality requirements, etc, as well as a maximum price the shipper is ready to pay (this information may be explicitly displayed or not). The carrier has one or several vehicles that could be used to serve one or more of these loads. Each vehicle is (or will be) available at a certain moment and location and is requested to be at a given location at some specified time (for a confirmed order, maintenance, crew change or rest period, etc.). The carrier aims to determine sets of loads, one for each vehicle, eventually, that would maximize its profit. The difficulty comes from several sources, in particular, how to estimate the possible revenue for any given load and how to determine the best set of loads to maximize overall profit.

Revenue estimation for specific loads is difficult because when a carrier starts bidding on a load, it may have no idea of the price at which it will finally be adjudicated. This would be of rather little importance if the carrier were interested only in this load, since in that case, all it would need to do is to bid on the load as long as it is profitable. In reality, the carrier is also faced with several other loads, complimentary or substitutable, and needs to derive an estimate of the going price of each load before it is auctioned. Analysis of bidding strategies and knowledge of other carriers’ behaviour in similar past auctions can be extremely useful in that context (An et al., 2004, 2005; Chang et al., 2002b; Ergun et al., 2007; Figliozzi et al., 2002, 2003, 2004; Garrido, 2007). It is also important to note that the advisor component that is responsible for addressing these questions is truly unique and has little to do with the operations management software that may be used by a carrier for its fleet.

The choice of the best bundles of loads in a given setting brings us back to traditional carrier interrogations: what are the attractive loads? Which one to assign to a given vehicle? How much to charge the shipper? This realization clearly highlights the fact that advisors or advisor components handling these functions should be extensions of software for fleet management. We distinguish between two broad classes of advisors: independent advisors, in which the evaluation-selection function is performed independently from the planning process of the carrier, and tightly coupled advisors, in which this function is integrated into the planning process. The main reason for introducing this distinction stems from the desired modus operandi of a specific carrier: the firm may not find desirable, or even feasible, to operate its planning process too close to external networks, such as freight exchanges (this would also be the case if one were to use an advisor for finding full loads for fleet re-
positioning in an LTL context). In such a case, one would like to first extract from the planning software various cost, time and location information regarding the vehicles to feed to the advisor that would then act in an autonomous fashion. Finding good bundles of loads for the vehicles can then be formulated as a network flow optimization problem. In tightly coupled advisors, the information from the freight exchanges is treated similarly to that from other sources (e.g., calls from shippers asking for quotes) and the loads that are auctioned on these exchanges need to be integrated (mutatis mutandis) in the planning software. In state-of-the-art fleet management software, this leads to versions of the dynamic, stochastic network simulation/optimization models that have been proposed in recent years.

A critical issue with advisors is the need to develop proper contingency plans in case one ends up losing on loads that had been identified as attractive. Losing a single load in a chain of several ones may turn a profitable bundle into a costly blunder. Thus, one needs to define sophisticated recourse strategies capable of addressing the various possible outcomes of a series of related simultaneous or sequential auctions. The only way to fully address this issue is by moving to fairly complex stochastic optimization models, which is probably more easily done in the context of tightly coupled advisors than of independent ones (because in the first case, one would already be working in a stochastic environment). At this time, it is certainly an open challenge to be able to come up with advisors capable of addressing this contingency issue in a simple, yet effective fashion. It is important to point out that this difficulty is compounded by the setting of continuous markets (a situation that is quite likely to be encountered in many real-life freight exchanges) that make any type of combinatorial bidding impossible and thus maximize the exposure risk. The development of advisors specifically aimed at such markets is probably one of major priorities in this field.

Significant research efforts are required in all these areas. The development of tools for model and strategy evaluation, as well as market analysis, is also a priority (see Ağrali et al., 2008, for a recent effort in this direction). Simulation appears as the methodology of choice in this context (Mes et al., 2007). A fascinating question that will also have to be addressed is whether the access to such electronic market places will reduce the stochasticity of operations and reduce the need for sophisticated look-ahead capabilities. The contemplated simulators would help address this issue as well.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

This paper aims to assess ITS achievements with respect to the transportation of freight and to identify challenges, opportunities, and promising research and development directions.

We examined the Freight ITS field from several complementary points of view: enabling technologies including Electronic Data Interchange, Commercial Vehicle Operations including border-crossing issues, Advanced Fleet Management Systems, the City Logistics concept for integrated urban freight management, and the links and convergence of Freight ITS and e-business. Throughout the presentation, we attempted to illustrate how the introduction of better decision-support software may very significantly improve the ultimate performance of Intelligent Freight Transportation Systems.

Similar to many other ITS areas, Freight ITS development proceeds along three major, parallel but complementary, directions. The first concerns vehicular and infrastructure developments. The second direction concerns the electronics, location, tracking, and commu-
communication hardware, as well as the associated information-technology software. The third targets the methodologies – models and algorithms – required to process the data and transform it into timely and meaningful information and intelligent advice for advanced system and fleet planning, as well as management, operations, and control systems. The ultimate performance and long-term success of ITS depends on a balanced and harmonious integration of these aspects.

It appears, however, that governments and industry privileged up to now the hardware aspect to the detriment of the methodological one. In many cases, data provided by very sophisticated devices and relayed through advanced communication technologies is still being processed and acted upon by human operators with little, if any, decision-support tools. There is thus a challenge to drastically increase the intelligence of ITS.

The various applications described in the paper illustrate the key role operations research models and methods play in the analysis of ITS needs and projects, as well as in the development of the software component of ITS. Such methodologies transform the huge amount of data provided by ITS technologies into useful information that may be either distributed to the various ITS users or transformed into operating policies and instructions. Operations research-based data processing and decision support systems may explore and evaluate the behaviour of the transportation system under various conditions and develop contingency plans, predict the state of the system over the next time periods, generate general or user-tailored itineraries or guidance instructions, plan operations and assist the real-time management of fleets. Many challenges and opportunities for research and development may still be identified, however.

An important research field that should be explored addresses the exchanges and integration of Freight ITS deployed at border crossings and ports, the Advanced Traffic Management and Advanced Traveller Information Systems of the corresponding cities and regions, and the AFMS of the shippers and carriers that use the systems. This involves not only the integration of electronics and communication systems, but also those of the planning and scheduling activities. Being pre-approved means nothing if one must still wait for hours together with other pre-approved vehicles because everybody desires to cross simultaneously! This field belongs to the broader research domain focusing on issues related to the management of ITS and of security-equipped borders and ports. The efficiency of these facilities is tributary of their design and management methods and processes. The whole field is not yet sufficiently addressed and the operations research community may make a significant contribution.

Research and development efforts are currently under way in several AFMS areas. The methodological developments of recent years in the various fields of operations research, combined to recent advances in computer science, in particular in parallel and distributed computing, put the required models and methods within our reach. More efforts are still needed, however, in particular relative to the real-time allocation of resources and management of operations, including real-time fleet management and vehicle re-routing. The issues are different but equally challenging whether urban or interurban transportation is considered, or whether the real-time decisions depend on the congestion and demand conditions only, or must account for and coordinate with the decisions of other agents (e.g., customs or port operations). The determination of appropriate trade-offs between accuracy of
results and response time in real-time settings constitutes a particularly challenging issue in these contexts.

Challenging research issues are also related to the development of the next generation of planning models and methods for carrier or shipper operations that reflect the new technologies and operating policies of carriers and integrate the stochastic and dynamic aspects of ITS. Equally challenging are issues related to the planning and management of integrated logistics networks within the context of ITS, carrier AFMS, and e-business practices. In both cases, one must address the representation of the characteristics and behaviour of particular system components (e.g., terminals or cooperating firms) within an integrated planning model of the overall system. Identifying the “correct” trade-off among the accuracy of the component and system representations, the difficulty of the corresponding formulation, and the efficiency of solution methods is a particularly challenging issue, as is the representation of operational uncertainty into medium and long-term planning models and decision-support systems.

City Logistics – the integrated management of freight movements within urban areas – constitutes a fascinating and quite young research domain. City Logistics brings new concepts, environments, and challenges to freight transportation. Operations research models and methods are needed to address these challenges and assist the design, evaluation, planning, and real-time management of operations of City Logistics systems.

All problems and applications mentioned in this paper require modelling efforts and the development of appropriate solution methods. Regarding the former, of particular relevance is the need to focus not only on the physical components of the systems considered and the associated flows of physical resources, but also on the adequate representation of the associated information and decision flows. Of particular interest with respect to the latter, is the ability to address large instances of formulations including integer-valued decision variables, nonlinear objective functions and constraints, and uncertain data.

The computational efficiency of our solution methods may be significantly enhanced through parallel and distributed computing. The integration of exact algorithms and metaheuristics into co-operative search methods, and the development of co-operation mechanisms based on mathematical programming principles, decomposition methods in particular, are promising research directions. A different research perspective is offered by the computing capabilities naturally distributed in ITS. Answering questions like “what is the correct arbitration between central processing and the utilisation of the computing power of local traffic controllers, on-board computers, and the next generation of transponder devices and how can one take advantage of these devices” will certainly prove challenging but may help addressing several issues in real-time Freight ITS operations.

The “natural” technology-transfer instrument for operations research is the embedding of our models and methods into decision-support systems, which, directly or indirectly, are linked to the information-management system(s) of the firm. Several issues challenge our profession in this respect and we recall some of them here. Differences usually exist among the data in the information system, data required by the optimization, and the information that exists in the minds of human dispatchers and controllers. The latter communicate intensively with customers and equipment operators and base their decisions on a more nuanced status of the system, taking into account un-written traditions and preferences, as well as nuances in expressing instructions (e.g., “it would be nice to pick up this load be-
fore …”), than the one available to optimization. How much of this information can or should be automated? Given the amount which is not automated, how should the optimization models and the planning procedures be modified for best system-human integration and results? A related issue concerns the scope of the models we develop. Many research results address stylized problem settings, which are far from the complexity of problems in the field. The fact that many optimization-based systems are built to “assist” decision-making rather than directly “decide” is a partial answer to these issues. Only partial, however, and working on mode detailed models and solution methods that may be deployed and used in the field is one of the main challenges to our profession.

The emergence and rapid growth of electronic business both challenges and offers freight carriers great opportunities for improved operations and profits. The convergence of information, communication, and decision technologies used in CVO and AFMS and in advisors for e-markets constitutes a significant advantage in this context. Significant research is still required in this area, however, in particular in order to develop efficient and comprehensive advisors. Three particularly challenging aspects of this issue are the (1) Enhancement of the modeling capabilities and the efficiency of solution methods for the complex, stochastic and dynamic formulations related to identifying profitable bundles; (2) Development of methodologies to address the contingency issues when bundles have to be negotiated in parallel or non-combinatorial markets; (3) Determination of bidding strategies (e.g., estimation of probabilities of winning, of competitor behaviour, price and bid modification, etc.) in various settings, parallel and continuous markets in particular. Strongly related to this is the area of coordination of various information sources, agents, and negotiations.

Freight ITS change the way transportation activities are performed. This is exactly what is expected. On the other hand, however, freight vehicles interact with private and public vehicles carrying passengers. Moreover, Freight ITS, CVO systems for example, also interact strongly with logistics activities and industrial value chains. These impacts are not well understood, nor are the relations among ITS systems, environmental and sustainable development policies, and logistic chains. One lacks the knowledge and tools to evaluate and compare alternate systems, policies, and investments. One should be able to evaluate these interactions and the impact of Freight ITS on the general mobility within a given zone or on the logistic activities of particular industrial sectors. The development of such urban/regional planning systems, which reflect the utilization of CVO and AFMS technologies, require a multi-disciplinary effort: a thorough representation of the economic, operations, and information and decision technologies used by the various actors, sophisticated optimization and simulation methodologies, parallel or distributed computing environments. The resulting systems would be used not only for policy assessment but also for experimentation and training at the university and industry levels.
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